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For the second consecutive year, IT pros selected Zadara Storage as the brand leader in the emerging market 

for on-premise enterprise storage-as-a-service.  The following is an overview of the market, how it’s part of a 

bigger technology transition to storage OpEx, and the values which stand-out to IT pros. 

On-Premise-as-a-Service (OPaaS) 

In 2006, Amazon introduced S3 and the storage-as-a-service category, launching a whole new era of cloud 

computing.  A decade later, the enterprise infrastructure market almost completely bifurcated into 

traditional on-premise enterprise infrastructure and off-premise public cloud computing. However, in 2011 

Zadara Storage came onto the scene and blended the best of both worlds to create a third category:  on-

premise-as-a-service (OPaaS). With this model applied to enterprise storage, IT organizations keep their 

precious data on-premise, but pay only for the storage capacity they consume. 

Integrated with Public Cloud Service Providers 

Zadara Storage integration with AWS, Google Cloud Platform, and Microsoft Azure enables organizations to 

select Storage-as-a-Service (STaaS) from any location (cloud/hybrid/on-premise), any data type (block, file, 

object), and any protocol (FC, iSCSI, iSER, NFS, CIFS, S3, Swift) with all of the enterprise-grade data protection 

features they would expect from traditional, CapEx-based storage arrays. With Zadara multi-cloud concurrent 

access, users get the flexibility to connect to the most appropriate service, as needed.  

 

Voted by IT Pros as 2016-2017 On-Premise 
Enterprise Storage-as-a-Service Market Leader 
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10 Year Data Center Storage Revenue Forecast  

Part of the epic migration to enterprise storage OpEx 

Almost all IT organizations will eventually 

migrate to some form of enterprise 

storage-as-a-service. IT Brand Pulse 

forecasts spending on storage OpEx—

including on-premise storage-as-a-

service—to accelerate in the next few 

years. By 2020 OpEx will reach 50% of 

storage spending, and by 2023, 80% of 

storage spending will be OpEx. 

Innovative financing allows people to buy new cars 

The critical importance of financing for large-ticket items such as cars for consumers, and equipment for 

businesses, is one key dynamic underscoring the mass migration from IT CapEx to IT OpEx. While the price of 

automobiles continues to increase, the total monthly payment (OpEx) has gone down. This lower monthly 

payment is a result of leases and longer financing terms. According to Experian, the average new car loan is 

64 months and 27.5% of all new car purchases are leases, the highest level of leases since 2006.  

Innovative financing (OpEx) helps businesses acquire the IT needed to grow 

Companies acquire equipment needed to 

operate and grow. That’s why a majority 

of businesses consider equipment 

financing a key acquisition strategy. 

Each year, American businesses, 

nonprofits and government agencies 

invest over $1.5 trillion in capital 

goods and software. Approximately 

67%, or $1 trillion, is OpEx through 

loans, leases and other financial 

instruments. OPaaS is an example of 

an innovative new way to acquire IT, 

which allows businesses to better 

manage their balance sheets, taxes and cash 

flow.  

Equipment Finance Industry Size—Billions of Dollars 

Source: 2015 State of the Equipment Finance Industry (SEFI), published by the Equipment 

Leasing & Finance Foundation.  The SEFI is available at www.leasefoundation.org.  

http://www.leasefoundation.org/
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On-premise-as-a-service: Like leasing, but better 

Like leasing, payments for OPaaS are spread out over time. But terms for acquiring OPaaS are better than 

leasing a car or enterprise storage array in two innovative ways. 

Take possession of the car, but pay only for the miles you drive 

Leasing traditional enterprise storage requires customers to purchase headroom for growth. In other words: 

acquire unused capacity. The alternative is to store your data offsite in a public cloud where you can pay only 

for what you use. With OPaaS, IT organizations can keep their precious data on premise, but pay only for the 

storage capacity they consume. It’s like taking possession of the car, but paying only for the miles you drive. 

A high-capacity SUV, a high-performance sports car, and an economy car, all for 

the price of one 

Another amazing characteristic of OPaaS is the ability to tune different parts of the storage environment for 

a variety of different workloads. It’s like taking possession of a high-capacity SUV, a high-performance sports 

car, and an economy car, all for the price of one. 

 

 

 

Zadara Enterprise Storage-as-a-Service is like taking posses-

sion of multiple car models, but paying only for one car, and 

only for the miles you drive. 
OPaaS is like taking possession of a Mercedes, but 

paying only for the miles you drive. 
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On-Premise Enterprise Storage-as-a-Service Brand Leader 

Survey 

IT Brand Pulse conducted a market-wide brand leader survey covering on-premise 

enterprise storage-as-a-service. From a list of leading vendors, IT pros were asked to 

select who they considered to be the Market, Price, Performance, Reliability, 

Service & Support and Innovation leaders. Respondents also were invited to write-

in votes if their vendor choice was not listed. 

IT Pros vote for Zadara Storage as Market Leader 

For the second year in a row, Zadara Storage was selected by IT professionals as the 

overall market leader for on-premise enterprise storage-as-a-service; solidifying its 

position as the incumbent leader in an important new IT product category. 

Zadara Storage Brand Values Which Stand Out 

Survey respondents chose Zadara as the leader in five of the six categories: Market, 

Performance, Reliability, Innovation, and Price. To understand what is behind the 

perceptions of IT professionals, we looked at where Zadara scored highest and 

where the largest spread existed between the leader and second place. The top 

results and margins in the survey were achieved by Zadara for price and 

performance, respectively. Considering that Zadara won five out of six categories, 

the survey numbers also indicated that for on-premise enterprise storage-as-a-

service, the breadth of Zadara Storage’s capabilities stand out in an ultra-

competitive field of contenders. 

IT Brand Pulse Brand Leader Surveys 

In a sea of high-powered IT advertising, the Brand Leader Program delivers survey 

data which captures the perceptions of IT professionals. Brand Leader Surveys are 

independent, non-sponsored research covering hundreds of IT categories each year 

– from servers, storage and networking to software and other broad IT market 

segments. Responses are solicited from over 1,000,000 members of on-line groups 

and the IT Brand Pulse IT Pro and end-user database.  Learn more about brand 

leader surveys at www.itbrandpulse.com. 

mailto:www.itbrandpulse.com

